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VOLT & CURRENT METER



Quality comes from the relentless pursuit of Excellence.
Excellence is what fosters dependability. Dependability sustains

Performance. Sustained Performance propels Growth.

That is the belied at GELCO. A company that believes that the
pursuit of Excellence inevitably culminates in Success. Excellence in

the value system, excellence in team-work, excellence in the
continuous upgradation of skill-sets have all led to GELCO carving a

niche for itself in the field of electronic controls & protections.



Our state-of-the-art manufacturing facility with its
prolific R&D centre in conjunction with our strict
adherence to quality control and safety norms has
ensured an impressive growth record in these past three
decades. More importantly, it has gained a reputation of
Excellence & Dependability from its clients.

USUSABOUT

DEPENDABLE BECAUSE EXCELLENCE
ALWAYS BE DEPENDED UPON

 
Adding value to millions of lives since 1984.

 
 Located in the industrial belt of Ahmedabad, GELCO is a

full-service electronics company that manufactures
superior quality electronics control & measuring
equipment along with power-saving devices. 

After achieving wide success in the Indian market,
GELCO is now spreading its wings internationally 11



We offer accurate, efficient, and easy to
handle measuring instruments for a variety
of applications. Our quality manufacturing
process and high-quality components make
sure to provide an error-free and reliable
measurement every time. We have a vast
portfolio of high-grade measuring
instruments for a variety of applications.

VOLT &
CURRENT METER
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ADVANTAGESADVANTAGES

Gelco's voltage and current meters are well equipped to measure the voltage for various
equipment at all levels - domestic,  commercial and industrial.

USES &

Efficiently displays the voltage and current levels of each phase for the
motor and pump control panel-starter.

Shows the actual voltage and current level with high precision.

A way more precise, accurate, and reliable than analogue meters. 

Display the voltage for each phase.

Provides a long operative life.



INPUT SUPPLY: 230V, OR 415V 50HZ
CURRENT RANGE (FOR DISPLAY)
CAPACITY: 1-20A OR 1-40A

TECHNICAL SPECS:

INPUT SUPPLY: 230V, OR 415V 50HZ
CURRENT RANGE (FOR DISPLAY)
CAPACITY: 1-10A /2-20A/ 4-40A / 10-
100A/ 20-200A.

TECHNICAL SPECS:
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ACCURA
₹500.00

AVM 101
₹935.00



EMAIL: INFO@GELCO-WORLD.COM | EXPORTS@GELCO-WORLD.COM
WEBSITE: WWW.GELCO-WORLD.COM

GELCO ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.

BLOCK NO-142, NEAR JALARAM CERAMICS, NEAR GELCO CIRCLE, KHATRAJ-KADI ROAD,
KAROLI - 382721 TALUKA: KALOL, DIST.: GANDHINAGAR, GUJARAT-INDIA

TOLL-FREE: 1800 2331846 | PHONE: +91 - 2764 -281844/45/46 | FAX: +91 - 2764 -281846


